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Abstract— I nt h i sp a p e r ,w ep r o p o s eQR-decomposition (QRD)-based 4
adaptive modulation (AM)-aided multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) 5
systems. The proposed algorithm yields a tight lower bound of the free 6
distance (FD), which determines the error probability of the detector in the 7
high-signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) region. Thus, this QRD-based AM algo- 8
rithm is capable of achieving near-optimal performance at low complexity 9
because the full QRD, which imposes high complexity, is performed only 10
once for each channel realization, regardless of the number of AM modes. 11
Our simulation results show that the proposed algorithm exhibits a better 12
bit-error-rate (BER) performance and reduced complexity compared with 13
the existing algorithms. 14
Index Terms—Adaptive modulation (AM), free distance (FD), multiple- 15
input multiple-output (MIMO), QR decomposition (QRD). 16
I. INTRODUCTION 17
Multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) systems are capable of 18
achieving a capacity gain and/or increased link robustness [1]–[3]. 19
Hence, they have been adopted in most of the recent communication 20
standards such as IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.16e, and Third-Generation 21
Partnership Project Long-Term Evolution [4]. They may be also ben- 22
eﬁcially combined with adaptive modulation (AM) for adjusting the 23
transmission parameters for the sake of accommodating time-varying 24
channels [5]. Therefore, the effective combination of AM and MIMO 25
techniques is a promising design alternative for high-rate wireless 26
transmission systems [5], [6]. 27
In MIMO systems, several AM-based link adaptation schemes [5]– 28
[10] have been proposed for improving the achievable system perfor- 29
mance. For example, the performance of AM-aided MIMO systems 30
has been analyzed under both continuous- and discrete-rate scenarios 31
in [7]. Moreover, adaptive MIMO architectures utilizing different 32
combinations of modulation/coding schemes have been proposed in 33
[8], which aimed for the maximization of the channel capacity at 34
a predeﬁned target bit error rate (BER), rather than for optimizing 35
the BER. Moreover, these schemes were optimized for linear re- 36
ceivers. However, the AM candidate selection criterion designed for 37
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speciﬁc linear receivers in [5]–[8] may be unsuitable for the powerful 38
nonlinear maximum-likelihood (ML) detector, which has an optimal 39
performance. 40
To ﬁnd an efﬁcient AM algorithm for the MIMO ML detector, 41
an exhaustive-search algorithm may be invoked to maximize the 42
minimum Euclidean distance among the signal constellation points. 43
However, this algorithm may be impractical owing to its potentially 44
excessive complexity. To reduce the complexity, Ham et al. [11] 45
invoked the singular value decomposition (SVD) to avoid the direct 46
calculation of the Euclidean free distance (FD). Although this SVD- 47
based algorithm is capable of achieving a lower bound of the FD, 48
this bound may be loose; hence, the resultant solution is suboptimal. 49
Furthermore, the computational complexity of the SVD-based algo- 50
rithm is high for large search spaces associated with a high number 51
of AM modes and transmit antennas Nt. In [12], QR decomposition 52
(QRD) was applied for antenna selection in MIMO systems, and it was 53
demonstrated that the lower bound of the FD associated with the QRD 54
can be further tightened compared with that of the SVD [12]. In [13], 55
the equal-diagonal-based QRD was invoked for both the associated 56
precoder’s design at the transmitter and the successive-cancelation- 57
based detection at the receiver. However, it has not been considered 58
whether the QRD methods in [12] and [13] can be directly applied to 59
AM candidate selection. 60
Against this background, these are the novel contributions of this 61
paper. 62
• We apply the QRD to AM-based MIMO systems and propose a 63
novel AM-mode assignment algorithm to improve the attainable 64
BER performance. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst formulate the FD by 65
including the diagonal matrix D corresponding to different AM 66
modes. Then, equivalent channel matrix ˜ H, which combines the 67
effects of both the channel conditions and of the modulation 68
parameters, is decomposed by invoking the QRD algorithm [12], 69
[13] for further tightening the lower bound of the given FD 70
determined in [11]. 71
• As a further beneﬁt, we demonstrate that, regardless of the 72
number of AM-mode candidates, the full QRD of channel matrix 73
H in our proposed AM-based MIMO only has to be performed 74
once for each channel realization, which dramatically reduces 75
the search complexity. Thus, the proposed algorithm exhibits an 76
attractive system performance at low complexity. Furthermore, 77
our simulation results indicate that the algorithm is more robust 78
to imperfect channel state information (CSI) than the SVD-based 79
algorithm in [11]. 80
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II presents the 81
systemmodel of the AM-based MIMOsystems.Our simulation results 82
and performance comparisons are presented in Section III. Finally, 83
Section IV concludes this paper. 84
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND AM ALGORITHMS 85
Consider an AM-aided MIMO system having Nt transmit and Nr 86
receive antennas, as shown in Fig. 1. The (Nt × 1)-element transmit 87
symbol vector x is assumed to satisfy E[xxH]=INt,w h e r eINt 88
denotes an (Nt × Nt)-element identity matrix. At the receiver, the 89
corresponding (Nr × 1) received signal is given by 90
y = Hx + n (1)IEEE
Proof
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Fig. 1. System model of an AM-aided MIMO system.
where H is an (Nr × Nt) channel matrix, and the elements of 91
the Nr-element noise vector are Gaussian random variables obeying 92
CN(0,N 0). Given channel matrix H, the pairwise error probability 93
(PEP) between two arbitrarytransmitvectors xi and xj(xi  = xj) may 94
be estimated as [10] 95












x e−y2/2dy,a n dλ is the number of neigh- 96
boring constellation points [10], with FD dmin(H) deﬁned as 97
dmin(H)= m i n
xi,xj∈Λ,
xi =xj
 H(xi − xj)  (3)
where Λ is the set of all possible transmit symbols, whereas xi and 98
xj are two distinct transmitted symbols in Λ. In (2), the conditioned 99
PEP is a monotonically decreasing function of dmin(H).H e n c e ,t h e 100
system’s performance may be improved by maximizing the distance 101
dmin(H) upon adapting the transmit parameters. 102
A. Exhaustive-Search-Based AM Algorithm 103
Let B be a set of AM candidates given as B = {b1,b2,...,bj, 104




j ],a n dbn
j denotes the mod- 105
ulation order for the nth transmit antenna of the jth AM candidate. 106










,j = 1,2,...,J (4)
where J is the total number of possible modulation order combina- 108
tions for the throughput of R bits/symbol. To achieve the optimum 109
performance, an exhaustive-search-based AM-mode search algorithm, 110
which is referred to as the max–min AM algorithm, is formulated as 111
ˆ b =a r gm a x
bj∈B
dmin(H). (5)
Then, the corresponding index of the optimal AM-mode candidate 112
ˆ b is signaled back to the transmitter, which transmits the modulated 113
symbols accordingly. Indeed, since the error events mainly arise from 114
the nearest neighbors, the maximization of the FD in (3) directly 115
reduces the probability of error, particularly at high SNRs [5], [9]. 116
Deriving a closed-form solution to (5) remains an open challenge since 117
theFDdependsbothontheconstellationandonthechannelrealization 118
[9]. Hence, a numerical search is adopted. Unfortunately, ﬁnding the 119
optimal modulationorder vector satisfying(5) hastotentatively invoke 120
all possible candidates in (4). Moreover, for each AM-mode candidate, 121
all possible error vectors, as given by xe = xi − xj (xi,xj ∈ Λ), 122
have to be considered in the calculation of (3). As a result, this 123
exhaustive search has potentially prohibitive complexity. 124
B. Conventional SVD-Based AM Algorithm 125
Here, we present the AM candidate selection criterion for the SVD- 126
based algorithm [11]. Let us deﬁne the symbol constellation set of xk 127
as X and the minimum distance of the set X as 128
dmin(X)= m i n
xi,xj∈X,
xi =xj
 xi − xj 
2. (6)
The corresponding error symbol may be expressed as 129
eij = xi − xj = ¯ dmin · ˜ eij (7)
where ¯ dmin denotes the minimum distance of the signal constellation 130
according to the modulation order. For example, we have ¯ dmin = 2 131
for BPSK, ¯ dmin = 2/
√
2 for 4-ary quadrature amplitude modulation 132
(4-QAM), ¯ dmin = 2/
√
6 for 8-QAM, ¯ dmin = 2/
√
10 for 16-QAM, 133
and ¯ dmin = 2/
√
42 for 64-QAM [16]. Hence, eij can be expressed 134
as a multiple of ¯ dmin,a n d˜ eij is a version of eij normalized by ¯ dmin. 135
Let us now consider the case of (Nt × 1)-element transmit vector x, 136
where the minimum distance of the symbol vector constellation may 137




 xi − xj  =m i n
eij∈E
 eij  (8)
where E is a set of error vectors, eij is the error vector, and 139




xi, 1 − xj, 1
xi, 2 − xj, 2
. . .


































 = D · ˜ eij (9)
where D is a diagonal matrix with dk being its diagonal elements, 140
and normalized error vector ˜ eij is composed of normalized symbols 141
˜ eij,k (k = 1,2,...,N t). Here, dk is the minimum distance ¯ dmin 142
according to the modulation order assigned to each transmit antenna. 143
Thus, based on (7)–(9), the FD of (3) can be reformulated as 144
dmin(H)= m i n
˜ eij∈ ˜ E
 HD˜ eij  =m i n
˜ eij∈ ˜ E
  ˜ H˜ eij  (10)IEEE
Proof
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λmin( ˜ H)dmin(˜ Λ) (11)
where λmin( ˜ H) is the nonzero minimum eigenvalue of ˜ HH ˜ H,a n d 147
dmin(˜ Λ) = min
˜ eij∈ ˜ E
 ˜ eij F is the minimum distance of the normalized 148
error vector. In a spatial multiplexing MIMO system, the elements 149
˜ eij,k (k = 1,2,...,N t) of ˜ eij are usually uncorrelated. Thus, accord- 150
ing to (7), this minimum distance can be expressed as 151
dmin(˜ Λ) = min
 
dmin(˜ Λ1),d min(˜ Λ2),...,d min(˜ ΛNt)
 
= 1 (12)
where dmin(˜ Λk) denotes the minimum distance from all legitimate 152
signal constellation points ˜ eij,k. The lower bound formulated in (11) 153
indicates that the FD can be evaluated with the aid of λmin( ˜ H).A s 154
shown in (12), the value of dmin(˜ Λ) is constant, whereas the value of 155
λmin( ˜ H) is changed for the different AM candidates. Then, the SVD- 156
based AM-mode search algorithm can be formulated as 157
ˆ b =a r gm a x
bj∈B
λmin( ˜ H). (13)
In the SVD-based AM algorithm, only the minimum nonzero singular 158
value of each ˜ H has to be calculated; thus, the complexity is reduced 159
compared to the max–min AM algorithm formulated in (5). However, 160
the computational complexity of this SVD-based algorithm is high 161
when the number of AM-mode candidates and Nt is large. For 162
example, assuming that the AM-modes of no transmission, BPSK, 163
and M-ary QAM (M = 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64) are available for all 164
the Nt = 8 transmit antennas, for an 8-bit/symbol transmission, we 165
need an exhaustive search over a set of 6371 candidates. In (13), we 166
have to carry out the SVD of the equivalent channel matrix ˜ H for each 167
candidate; hence, the resultant complexity is high. More importantly, 168
the lower bound of the FD achieved in (11) may not be tight enough; 169
hence, the resultant solution becomes suboptimal. 170
C. Proposed QRD-Based AM Algorithm 171
Here, we apply the QRD algorithm to formulate our AM candidate 172
selection criterion. According to (3), channel matrix H is ﬁrst subject 173
to the QRD [12], [13], yielding H = QR,w h e r eQ is an (Nr × 174
Nt) column-wise orthonormal matrix, and R is an (Nt × Nt) upper 175





R1,1 R1,2 ··· R1,Nt









Let [R]k denote the kth diagonal entry of R. The FD expression of 177
(10) can be equivalently written as 178
dmin(H)= m i n
˜ eij∈ ˜ E
 QRD˜ eij  =m i n
˜ eij∈ ˜ E
 Q˜ R˜ eij  (14)
where ˜ R = RD is also an upper triangular matrix with positive real- 179
valued diagonal entries. From (14), we note that the QRD of the 180
equivalent channel matrix ˜ H in (10) can be expressed as ˜ H = Q˜ R. 181
The kth diagonal entry of ˜ R is [˜ R]k =[ R]k × [D]k,w h e r e[D]k is 182
the kth diagonal entry of D. Assuming that H is a full column rank 183
matrix, its diagonal entries may be expressed as 184









where Hk =[ h1,h2,...,hk] denotes a matrix consisting of the ﬁrst 185
k columns of H. Then, the diagonal entries of ˜ R become 186
[˜ R]k = Rk,k × dk. (16)
Now, another lower bound of the FD can be formulated via this QRD AQ1 187
algorithm [13] as 188
dmin(H)= m i n
˜ eij∈ ˜ E










(Rk,k × dk)=[˜ R]min. (17)
Here, [˜ R]min is the minimum nonzero diagonal entry of the upper AQ2 189
matrix ˜ R, which varies depending on the different AM candidates. To 190
maximize the FD of (17), the QRD-based AM-mode search algorithm 191
is formulated as 192
ˆ b =a r gm a x
bj∈B
[˜ R]min. (18)
For the (Nr × Nt) equivalent channel matrix ˜ H,i tw a ss h o w n193
in [12] that inequality
 
λmin( ˜ H) ≤ [˜ R]min holds for all channel 194
realizations. Thus, the lower bound of (17) achieved by our QRD- 195
based algorithm is tighter than that of the SVD-based method in (11).1 196
On the other hand, it may be observed by utilizing (16) and (17) that 197
the complexity imposed is low since only a single QRD is required 198
for all AM-mode candidates in each channel realization. More specif- 199
ically, only the diagonal entries of R have to be calculated by using 200
QRD. Then, for each AM-mode candidate, we use the corresponding 201
modulation order parameters dk (k = 1,2,...,N t) to calculate the 202
diagonal entries [˜ R]k in (16). Note that computing [˜ R]k of our QRD- 203
based AM-mode search algorithm only imposes simple scalar multi- 204
plications. The AM-mode optimization is completed by selecting the 205
optimum AM-mode candidate having the largest minimum diagonal 206
e n t r yi n( 1 8 ) . 207
III. SIMULATION RESULTS 208
Here, we compare the performance of the proposed QRD-based 209
AM-mode search algorithm with that of conventional AM-based al- 210
gorithms. The simulation setup is based on transmissions of 4–6 bits/ 211
MIMO symbol over MIMO channels exhibiting frequency-ﬂat block 212
Rayleigh fading. Note that a frequency-selective fading channel can 213
be decomposed into orthogonal nondispersive subbands by the orthog- 214
onal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) technique, and the pro- 215
posed AM-mode search algorithm can be then applied to each OFDM 216
subband. The AM modes of no transmission, BPSK, and M-QAM 217
(M = 4,8,16,32,and64)[16]areavailableforeachtransmitantenna. 218
The optimal ML detector is adopted. To reduce the computational 219
complexity, some lattice-based ML decoding algorithms, such as the 220
classic sphere decoding and its diverse variants, can be considered, as 221
detailed in [1], [17]. 222
Fig. 2 shows the BER performance of various AM-based schemes 223
having different throughputs. For completeness, we included the 224
simulation-based BER curves and the theoretical union bounds [10] 225
for the identical-throughput nonadaptive MIMO schemes. Moreover, 226
we also included the conventional nonadaptive MIMO schemes. As 227
expected, the proposed QRD-based AM-mode search algorithm has 228
1The QRD-based lower bound of (17) can be further tightened by using
the basis transformation method of [12]. However, this method imposes high
complexity,whichbecomesamajorobstacleofitspracticalimplementation.As
shown in Section III, our proposed QRD algorithm still attains a near-optimal
performance.IEEE
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Fig. 2. BER performance comparison of different AM algorithms with R =
4- and 8-bit/MIMO symbols for (2 × 2) MIMO channels. For completeness, the
4-QAM-assisted and 16-QAM-assisted (2 × 2) nonadaptive MIMO schemes
are also employed.
Fig. 3. BER performance of different AM algorithms for transmitting
4-bit/MIMO symbol over (4 × 4) MIMO channels. We also considered the
effects of CSI error associated with a channel estimation noise variance of 1/γ,
assuming that the estimation error is Gaussian.
a tighter lower bound and performs better than the SVD-based AM 229
algorithm. Explicitly, this scheme provides an SNR gain of about 230
3.9–6.1 dB over its nonadaptive MIMO counterparts at the BER of 231
10
−4. Moreover, the performance gap between the QRD-based AM 232
algorithm and the exhaustive-search-based max–min AM algorithm is 233
only about 0.1–0.4 dB. 234
Fig. 3 compares the achievable BER performance of these AM 235
algorithms in the presence of Gaussian-distributed CSI errors obeying 236
CN(0,w) [14] associated with w = 1/γ,w h e r eγ is the average 237
CSI-estimation SNR2 at each receiver antenna. Observe in Fig. 3 238
that, as expected, the BER performances of all schemes are degraded 239
upon introducing CSI estimation errors. However, the AM-based 240
algorithms still provide a considerable performance improvement 241
over their nonadaptive counterparts having an identical throughput. 242
2For example, when the CSI-estimation error variance is 10 dB below the
received signal variance, the CSI-estimation SNR is 10 dB.
Fig. 4. Complexity comparison of various AM-based schemes under different
MIMO channels.
Moreover, observe in Fig. 3 that the performance degradation im- 243
posed by the proposed QRD-based algorithm is lower than that by 244
the SVD-based algorithm. As detailed in [11]–[13], the SVD-based 245
AM-selection algorithm depends on
 
λk( ˜ H), whereas our proposed 246
QRD-based AM-selection algorithm relies on [˜ R]k (k = 1,...,N t), 247
where λk( ˜ H) denotes the kth eigenvalue of ˜ HH ˜ H.L e tλmax( ˜ H) and 248
λmin( ˜ H) denote the maximum and minimum nonzero eigenvalues of 249
˜ HH ˜ H, respectively, and [˜ R]max and [˜ R]min denote the maximum 250
and minimum nonzero diagonal entries of upper matrix ˜ R, respec- 251
tively. It was shown in [12] that inequalities
 
λmin( ˜ H) ≤ [˜ R]min 252
and
 





λmin( ˜ H) ≥ [˜ R]max/[˜ R]min holds, 254
which indicates that the range of variations is generally larger for 255  
λk( ˜ H) than that for [˜ R]k. Hence, the channel matrix inaccuracies 256
may result in larger variation on the eigenvalues of the SVD than those 257
of [˜ R]k in the QRD. Therefore, our QRD-based algorithm may be 258
expected to be more resilient to CSI estimation errors than the SVD- 259
based algorithm. Nonetheless, the rigorous theoretical proof of the 260
fact that the proposed QRD-based method’s improved robustness to 261
channel estimation errors remains an open challenge, which will be 262
investigated in our further studies. 263
Finally, Fig. 4 shows the complexity comparison of the various 264
AM-based algorithms, where only the multiplications and additions 265
of complex numbers are considered operations. The max–min AM 266
algorithm has to evaluate all legitimate candidates in (4), and all 267
possible error vectors should be considered for each candidate. Hence, 268
according to (3) and (4), the complexity C of the max–min AM 269
algorithm is 270












is the binomial coefﬁcient, and J is the number of the 271
AM modes. For the QRD and SVD, the complexity is dominated by 272
applying the Householder reﬂections [15] ,3 which require 2N2
t (Nr − 273
Nt/3) complex-valued operations. Moreover, for the SVD-based AM 274
algorithm, multiplying the diagonal matrix D in (10) requires (Nt + 275
3A Householder reﬂection is a linear transformation that describes a re-
ﬂection about a plane or hyperplane containing the origin [15]. Householder
transformations are widely used in numerical linear algebra to perform QR
decompositions and in the ﬁrst step of the SVD algorithm.IEEE
Proof
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Nr) operations. Considering all possible candidates, the complexity C 276
of the SVD-based algorithm is calculated as 277




t (Nr − Nt/3)+( Nt + Nr)
 
. (20)
As shown in Section II-B, the complexity of the proposed QRD- 278
based algorithm is approximately J times lower than that of the SVD- 279
based algorithm. In Fig. 4, we consider only the dominant complexity 280
contributions of these algorithms. As expected, the QRD-based algo- 281
rithm further reduced the complexity with respect to the SVD-based 282
algorithm, particularly for a high number of transmit antennas. 283
IV. CONCLUSION 284
In this paper, a QRD-based AM-mode search algorithm has been 285
proposed to improve the attainable performance of limited-feedback- 286
aided MIMO systems. The proposed algorithm exploits the nonzero 287
minimum diagonal entry of the upper matrix generated by the QRD 288
of the equivalent channel matrix for adjusting the modulation order. It 289
has been shown that the proposed algorithm improved the achievable 290
performance, despite its reduced complexity, when compared with the 291
SVD-based algorithm in [11] 292
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Multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) systems are capable of 18
achieving a capacity gain and/or increased link robustness [1]–[3]. 19
Hence, they have been adopted in most of the recent communication 20
standards such as IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.16e, and Third-Generation 21
Partnership Project Long-Term Evolution [4]. They may be also ben- 22
eﬁcially combined with adaptive modulation (AM) for adjusting the 23
transmission parameters for the sake of accommodating time-varying 24
channels [5]. Therefore, the effective combination of AM and MIMO 25
techniques is a promising design alternative for high-rate wireless 26
transmission systems [5], [6]. 27
In MIMO systems, several AM-based link adaptation schemes [5]– 28
[10] have been proposed for improving the achievable system perfor- 29
mance. For example, the performance of AM-aided MIMO systems 30
has been analyzed under both continuous- and discrete-rate scenarios 31
in [7]. Moreover, adaptive MIMO architectures utilizing different 32
combinations of modulation/coding schemes have been proposed in 33
[8], which aimed for the maximization of the channel capacity at 34
a predeﬁned target bit error rate (BER), rather than for optimizing 35
the BER. Moreover, these schemes were optimized for linear re- 36
ceivers. However, the AM candidate selection criterion designed for 37
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speciﬁc linear receivers in [5]–[8] may be unsuitable for the powerful 38
nonlinear maximum-likelihood (ML) detector, which has an optimal 39
performance. 40
To ﬁnd an efﬁcient AM algorithm for the MIMO ML detector, 41
an exhaustive-search algorithm may be invoked to maximize the 42
minimum Euclidean distance among the signal constellation points. 43
However, this algorithm may be impractical owing to its potentially 44
excessive complexity. To reduce the complexity, Ham et al. [11] 45
invoked the singular value decomposition (SVD) to avoid the direct 46
calculation of the Euclidean free distance (FD). Although this SVD- 47
based algorithm is capable of achieving a lower bound of the FD, 48
this bound may be loose; hence, the resultant solution is suboptimal. 49
Furthermore, the computational complexity of the SVD-based algo- 50
rithm is high for large search spaces associated with a high number 51
of AM modes and transmit antennas Nt. In [12], QR decomposition 52
(QRD) was applied for antenna selection in MIMO systems, and it was 53
demonstrated that the lower bound of the FD associated with the QRD 54
can be further tightened compared with that of the SVD [12]. In [13], 55
the equal-diagonal-based QRD was invoked for both the associated 56
precoder’s design at the transmitter and the successive-cancelation- 57
based detection at the receiver. However, it has not been considered 58
whether the QRD methods in [12] and [13] can be directly applied to 59
AM candidate selection. 60
Against this background, these are the novel contributions of this 61
paper. 62
• We apply the QRD to AM-based MIMO systems and propose a 63
novel AM-mode assignment algorithm to improve the attainable 64
BER performance. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst formulate the FD by 65
including the diagonal matrix D corresponding to different AM 66
modes. Then, equivalent channel matrix ˜ H, which combines the 67
effects of both the channel conditions and of the modulation 68
parameters, is decomposed by invoking the QRD algorithm [12], 69
[13] for further tightening the lower bound of the given FD 70
determined in [11]. 71
• As a further beneﬁt, we demonstrate that, regardless of the 72
number of AM-mode candidates, the full QRD of channel matrix 73
H in our proposed AM-based MIMO only has to be performed 74
once for each channel realization, which dramatically reduces 75
the search complexity. Thus, the proposed algorithm exhibits an 76
attractive system performance at low complexity. Furthermore, 77
our simulation results indicate that the algorithm is more robust 78
to imperfect channel state information (CSI) than the SVD-based 79
algorithm in [11]. 80
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II presents the 81
systemmodel of the AM-based MIMOsystems.Our simulation results 82
and performance comparisons are presented in Section III. Finally, 83
Section IV concludes this paper. 84
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND AM ALGORITHMS 85
Consider an AM-aided MIMO system having Nt transmit and Nr 86
receive antennas, as shown in Fig. 1. The (Nt × 1)-element transmit 87
symbol vector x is assumed to satisfy E[xxH]=INt,w h e r eINt 88
denotes an (Nt × Nt)-element identity matrix. At the receiver, the 89
corresponding (Nr × 1) received signal is given by 90
y = Hx + n (1)IEEE
Proof
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Fig. 1. System model of an AM-aided MIMO system.
where H is an (Nr × Nt) channel matrix, and the elements of 91
the Nr-element noise vector are Gaussian random variables obeying 92
CN(0,N 0). Given channel matrix H, the pairwise error probability 93
(PEP) between two arbitrarytransmitvectors xi and xj(xi  = xj) may 94
be estimated as [10] 95












x e−y2/2dy,a n dλ is the number of neigh- 96
boring constellation points [10], with FD dmin(H) deﬁned as 97
dmin(H)= m i n
xi,xj∈Λ,
xi =xj
 H(xi − xj)  (3)
where Λ is the set of all possible transmit symbols, whereas xi and 98
xj are two distinct transmitted symbols in Λ. In (2), the conditioned 99
PEP is a monotonically decreasing function of dmin(H).H e n c e ,t h e 100
system’s performance may be improved by maximizing the distance 101
dmin(H) upon adapting the transmit parameters. 102
A. Exhaustive-Search-Based AM Algorithm 103
Let B be a set of AM candidates given as B = {b1,b2,...,bj, 104




j ],a n dbn
j denotes the mod- 105
ulation order for the nth transmit antenna of the jth AM candidate. 106










,j = 1,2,...,J (4)
where J is the total number of possible modulation order combina- 108
tions for the throughput of R bits/symbol. To achieve the optimum 109
performance, an exhaustive-search-based AM-mode search algorithm, 110
which is referred to as the max–min AM algorithm, is formulated as 111
ˆ b =a r gm a x
bj∈B
dmin(H). (5)
Then, the corresponding index of the optimal AM-mode candidate 112
ˆ b is signaled back to the transmitter, which transmits the modulated 113
symbols accordingly. Indeed, since the error events mainly arise from 114
the nearest neighbors, the maximization of the FD in (3) directly 115
reduces the probability of error, particularly at high SNRs [5], [9]. 116
Deriving a closed-form solution to (5) remains an open challenge since 117
theFDdependsbothontheconstellationandonthechannelrealization 118
[9]. Hence, a numerical search is adopted. Unfortunately, ﬁnding the 119
optimal modulationorder vector satisfying(5) hastotentatively invoke 120
all possible candidates in (4). Moreover, for each AM-mode candidate, 121
all possible error vectors, as given by xe = xi − xj (xi,xj ∈ Λ), 122
have to be considered in the calculation of (3). As a result, this 123
exhaustive search has potentially prohibitive complexity. 124
B. Conventional SVD-Based AM Algorithm 125
Here, we present the AM candidate selection criterion for the SVD- 126
based algorithm [11]. Let us deﬁne the symbol constellation set of xk 127
as X and the minimum distance of the set X as 128
dmin(X)= m i n
xi,xj∈X,
xi =xj
 xi − xj 
2. (6)
The corresponding error symbol may be expressed as 129
eij = xi − xj = ¯ dmin · ˜ eij (7)
where ¯ dmin denotes the minimum distance of the signal constellation 130
according to the modulation order. For example, we have ¯ dmin = 2 131
for BPSK, ¯ dmin = 2/
√
2 for 4-ary quadrature amplitude modulation 132
(4-QAM), ¯ dmin = 2/
√
6 for 8-QAM, ¯ dmin = 2/
√
10 for 16-QAM, 133
and ¯ dmin = 2/
√
42 for 64-QAM [16]. Hence, eij can be expressed 134
as a multiple of ¯ dmin,a n d˜ eij is a version of eij normalized by ¯ dmin. 135
Let us now consider the case of (Nt × 1)-element transmit vector x, 136
where the minimum distance of the symbol vector constellation may 137




 xi − xj  =m i n
eij∈E
 eij  (8)
where E is a set of error vectors, eij is the error vector, and 139




xi, 1 − xj, 1
xi, 2 − xj, 2
. . .


































 = D · ˜ eij (9)
where D is a diagonal matrix with dk being its diagonal elements, 140
and normalized error vector ˜ eij is composed of normalized symbols 141
˜ eij,k (k = 1,2,...,N t). Here, dk is the minimum distance ¯ dmin 142
according to the modulation order assigned to each transmit antenna. 143
Thus, based on (7)–(9), the FD of (3) can be reformulated as 144
dmin(H)= m i n
˜ eij∈ ˜ E
 HD˜ eij  =m i n
˜ eij∈ ˜ E
  ˜ H˜ eij  (10)IEEE
Proof
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λmin( ˜ H)dmin(˜ Λ) (11)
where λmin( ˜ H) is the nonzero minimum eigenvalue of ˜ HH ˜ H,a n d 147
dmin(˜ Λ) = min
˜ eij∈ ˜ E
 ˜ eij F is the minimum distance of the normalized 148
error vector. In a spatial multiplexing MIMO system, the elements 149
˜ eij,k (k = 1,2,...,N t) of ˜ eij are usually uncorrelated. Thus, accord- 150
ing to (7), this minimum distance can be expressed as 151
dmin(˜ Λ) = min
 
dmin(˜ Λ1),d min(˜ Λ2),...,d min(˜ ΛNt)
 
= 1 (12)
where dmin(˜ Λk) denotes the minimum distance from all legitimate 152
signal constellation points ˜ eij,k. The lower bound formulated in (11) 153
indicates that the FD can be evaluated with the aid of λmin( ˜ H).A s 154
shown in (12), the value of dmin(˜ Λ) is constant, whereas the value of 155
λmin( ˜ H) is changed for the different AM candidates. Then, the SVD- 156
based AM-mode search algorithm can be formulated as 157
ˆ b =a r gm a x
bj∈B
λmin( ˜ H). (13)
In the SVD-based AM algorithm, only the minimum nonzero singular 158
value of each ˜ H has to be calculated; thus, the complexity is reduced 159
compared to the max–min AM algorithm formulated in (5). However, 160
the computational complexity of this SVD-based algorithm is high 161
when the number of AM-mode candidates and Nt is large. For 162
example, assuming that the AM-modes of no transmission, BPSK, 163
and M-ary QAM (M = 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64) are available for all 164
the Nt = 8 transmit antennas, for an 8-bit/symbol transmission, we 165
need an exhaustive search over a set of 6371 candidates. In (13), we 166
have to carry out the SVD of the equivalent channel matrix ˜ H for each 167
candidate; hence, the resultant complexity is high. More importantly, 168
the lower bound of the FD achieved in (11) may not be tight enough; 169
hence, the resultant solution becomes suboptimal. 170
C. Proposed QRD-Based AM Algorithm 171
Here, we apply the QRD algorithm to formulate our AM candidate 172
selection criterion. According to (3), channel matrix H is ﬁrst subject 173
to the QRD [12], [13], yielding H = QR,w h e r eQ is an (Nr × 174
Nt) column-wise orthonormal matrix, and R is an (Nt × Nt) upper 175





R1,1 R1,2 ··· R1,Nt









Let [R]k denote the kth diagonal entry of R. The FD expression of 177
(10) can be equivalently written as 178
dmin(H)= m i n
˜ eij∈ ˜ E
 QRD˜ eij  =m i n
˜ eij∈ ˜ E
 Q˜ R˜ eij  (14)
where ˜ R = RD is also an upper triangular matrix with positive real- 179
valued diagonal entries. From (14), we note that the QRD of the 180
equivalent channel matrix ˜ H in (10) can be expressed as ˜ H = Q˜ R. 181
The kth diagonal entry of ˜ R is [˜ R]k =[ R]k × [D]k,w h e r e[D]k is 182
the kth diagonal entry of D. Assuming that H is a full column rank 183
matrix, its diagonal entries may be expressed as 184









where Hk =[ h1,h2,...,hk] denotes a matrix consisting of the ﬁrst 185
k columns of H. Then, the diagonal entries of ˜ R become 186
[˜ R]k = Rk,k × dk. (16)
Now, another lower bound of the FD can be formulated via this QRD AQ1 187
algorithm [13] as 188
dmin(H)= m i n
˜ eij∈ ˜ E










(Rk,k × dk)=[˜ R]min. (17)
Here, [˜ R]min is the minimum nonzero diagonal entry of the upper AQ2 189
matrix ˜ R, which varies depending on the different AM candidates. To 190
maximize the FD of (17), the QRD-based AM-mode search algorithm 191
is formulated as 192
ˆ b =a r gm a x
bj∈B
[˜ R]min. (18)
For the (Nr × Nt) equivalent channel matrix ˜ H,i tw a ss h o w n193
in [12] that inequality
 
λmin( ˜ H) ≤ [˜ R]min holds for all channel 194
realizations. Thus, the lower bound of (17) achieved by our QRD- 195
based algorithm is tighter than that of the SVD-based method in (11).1 196
On the other hand, it may be observed by utilizing (16) and (17) that 197
the complexity imposed is low since only a single QRD is required 198
for all AM-mode candidates in each channel realization. More specif- 199
ically, only the diagonal entries of R have to be calculated by using 200
QRD. Then, for each AM-mode candidate, we use the corresponding 201
modulation order parameters dk (k = 1,2,...,N t) to calculate the 202
diagonal entries [˜ R]k in (16). Note that computing [˜ R]k of our QRD- 203
based AM-mode search algorithm only imposes simple scalar multi- 204
plications. The AM-mode optimization is completed by selecting the 205
optimum AM-mode candidate having the largest minimum diagonal 206
e n t r yi n( 1 8 ) . 207
III. SIMULATION RESULTS 208
Here, we compare the performance of the proposed QRD-based 209
AM-mode search algorithm with that of conventional AM-based al- 210
gorithms. The simulation setup is based on transmissions of 4–6 bits/ 211
MIMO symbol over MIMO channels exhibiting frequency-ﬂat block 212
Rayleigh fading. Note that a frequency-selective fading channel can 213
be decomposed into orthogonal nondispersive subbands by the orthog- 214
onal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) technique, and the pro- 215
posed AM-mode search algorithm can be then applied to each OFDM 216
subband. The AM modes of no transmission, BPSK, and M-QAM 217
(M = 4,8,16,32,and64)[16]areavailableforeachtransmitantenna. 218
The optimal ML detector is adopted. To reduce the computational 219
complexity, some lattice-based ML decoding algorithms, such as the 220
classic sphere decoding and its diverse variants, can be considered, as 221
detailed in [1], [17]. 222
Fig. 2 shows the BER performance of various AM-based schemes 223
having different throughputs. For completeness, we included the 224
simulation-based BER curves and the theoretical union bounds [10] 225
for the identical-throughput nonadaptive MIMO schemes. Moreover, 226
we also included the conventional nonadaptive MIMO schemes. As 227
expected, the proposed QRD-based AM-mode search algorithm has 228
1The QRD-based lower bound of (17) can be further tightened by using
the basis transformation method of [12]. However, this method imposes high
complexity,whichbecomesamajorobstacleofitspracticalimplementation.As
shown in Section III, our proposed QRD algorithm still attains a near-optimal
performance.IEEE
Proof
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Fig. 2. BER performance comparison of different AM algorithms with R =
4- and 8-bit/MIMO symbols for (2 × 2) MIMO channels. For completeness, the
4-QAM-assisted and 16-QAM-assisted (2 × 2) nonadaptive MIMO schemes
are also employed.
Fig. 3. BER performance of different AM algorithms for transmitting
4-bit/MIMO symbol over (4 × 4) MIMO channels. We also considered the
effects of CSI error associated with a channel estimation noise variance of 1/γ,
assuming that the estimation error is Gaussian.
a tighter lower bound and performs better than the SVD-based AM 229
algorithm. Explicitly, this scheme provides an SNR gain of about 230
3.9–6.1 dB over its nonadaptive MIMO counterparts at the BER of 231
10
−4. Moreover, the performance gap between the QRD-based AM 232
algorithm and the exhaustive-search-based max–min AM algorithm is 233
only about 0.1–0.4 dB. 234
Fig. 3 compares the achievable BER performance of these AM 235
algorithms in the presence of Gaussian-distributed CSI errors obeying 236
CN(0,w) [14] associated with w = 1/γ,w h e r eγ is the average 237
CSI-estimation SNR2 at each receiver antenna. Observe in Fig. 3 238
that, as expected, the BER performances of all schemes are degraded 239
upon introducing CSI estimation errors. However, the AM-based 240
algorithms still provide a considerable performance improvement 241
over their nonadaptive counterparts having an identical throughput. 242
2For example, when the CSI-estimation error variance is 10 dB below the
received signal variance, the CSI-estimation SNR is 10 dB.
Fig. 4. Complexity comparison of various AM-based schemes under different
MIMO channels.
Moreover, observe in Fig. 3 that the performance degradation im- 243
posed by the proposed QRD-based algorithm is lower than that by 244
the SVD-based algorithm. As detailed in [11]–[13], the SVD-based 245
AM-selection algorithm depends on
 
λk( ˜ H), whereas our proposed 246
QRD-based AM-selection algorithm relies on [˜ R]k (k = 1,...,N t), 247
where λk( ˜ H) denotes the kth eigenvalue of ˜ HH ˜ H.L e tλmax( ˜ H) and 248
λmin( ˜ H) denote the maximum and minimum nonzero eigenvalues of 249
˜ HH ˜ H, respectively, and [˜ R]max and [˜ R]min denote the maximum 250
and minimum nonzero diagonal entries of upper matrix ˜ R, respec- 251
tively. It was shown in [12] that inequalities
 
λmin( ˜ H) ≤ [˜ R]min 252
and
 





λmin( ˜ H) ≥ [˜ R]max/[˜ R]min holds, 254
which indicates that the range of variations is generally larger for 255  
λk( ˜ H) than that for [˜ R]k. Hence, the channel matrix inaccuracies 256
may result in larger variation on the eigenvalues of the SVD than those 257
of [˜ R]k in the QRD. Therefore, our QRD-based algorithm may be 258
expected to be more resilient to CSI estimation errors than the SVD- 259
based algorithm. Nonetheless, the rigorous theoretical proof of the 260
fact that the proposed QRD-based method’s improved robustness to 261
channel estimation errors remains an open challenge, which will be 262
investigated in our further studies. 263
Finally, Fig. 4 shows the complexity comparison of the various 264
AM-based algorithms, where only the multiplications and additions 265
of complex numbers are considered operations. The max–min AM 266
algorithm has to evaluate all legitimate candidates in (4), and all 267
possible error vectors should be considered for each candidate. Hence, 268
according to (3) and (4), the complexity C of the max–min AM 269
algorithm is 270












is the binomial coefﬁcient, and J is the number of the 271
AM modes. For the QRD and SVD, the complexity is dominated by 272
applying the Householder reﬂections [15] ,3 which require 2N2
t (Nr − 273
Nt/3) complex-valued operations. Moreover, for the SVD-based AM 274
algorithm, multiplying the diagonal matrix D in (10) requires (Nt + 275
3A Householder reﬂection is a linear transformation that describes a re-
ﬂection about a plane or hyperplane containing the origin [15]. Householder
transformations are widely used in numerical linear algebra to perform QR
decompositions and in the ﬁrst step of the SVD algorithm.IEEE
Proof
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Nr) operations. Considering all possible candidates, the complexity C 276
of the SVD-based algorithm is calculated as 277




t (Nr − Nt/3)+( Nt + Nr)
 
. (20)
As shown in Section II-B, the complexity of the proposed QRD- 278
based algorithm is approximately J times lower than that of the SVD- 279
based algorithm. In Fig. 4, we consider only the dominant complexity 280
contributions of these algorithms. As expected, the QRD-based algo- 281
rithm further reduced the complexity with respect to the SVD-based 282
algorithm, particularly for a high number of transmit antennas. 283
IV. CONCLUSION 284
In this paper, a QRD-based AM-mode search algorithm has been 285
proposed to improve the attainable performance of limited-feedback- 286
aided MIMO systems. The proposed algorithm exploits the nonzero 287
minimum diagonal entry of the upper matrix generated by the QRD 288
of the equivalent channel matrix for adjusting the modulation order. It 289
has been shown that the proposed algorithm improved the achievable 290
performance, despite its reduced complexity, when compared with the 291
SVD-based algorithm in [11] 292
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